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Solid pine floors
You have to put some
thought into a good
layout

You’ll quickly find
that pine has a lot
of character

Longleaf Southern pine, or “heart
pine,” is known for its dense, amber
heartwood. It comes in a variety of
widths and grades (see “Materials,”
p. 42). It can be clear (knot-free)
with a tight, straight grain, or it can
include more character such as
small or large knots. This 3/4-in.
thick solid plank flooring is milled
with a tongue and groove (Fig. A
inset). The ends of boards can also
have a tongue and groove. This feature is called end-matching. The
joints between these boards can fall
between joists, but you wouldn’t
face-nail these ends. This would
change the look somewhat.
Order a sample kit from a supplier to help choose the exact material you want. Prices vary depending
on the pine’s source, grade and
width—$4.50 to $15 per square foot
plus shipping, with the antique pine
being the most expensive. We recommend material that requires little
or no sanding. We ordered our
flooring from Authentic Pine Floors
(see Buyer’s Guide for other manufacturers). We chose 10-in. wide,
new heart pine with 50 to 80 percent
heart content and without end
matching. It cost $3.75 per square
foot plus shipping.
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Calculate the square footage of
the room and add 10 to 15 percent
to allow for selection and waste. It’s
better to have a few leftover pieces
than to pay the shipping for one or
two additional boards. Also order
the cut nails and the oil finish. The
supplier will advise on the amounts
needed. Expect to pay a couple of
hundred dollars for shipping.
Schedule delivery early so the
flooring can acclimate indoors to
your home’s moisture level. This is
a very important step. Store the
wood on location for at least 10
days. To keep wood floors stable,
try to maintain close to 50 percent
relative humidity in your home
year-round.

The tongue-and-groove pine flooring must run perpendicular to the
floor joists. To keep the wide boards
from cupping, you’ll face-nail them
with cut nails driven through the
subfloor and into the joists (Photo
18). For the best results, draw the
floor plan to scale and lay out rows
of boards (Fig. A). Shift the layout
as needed to avoid very narrow
pieces at the walls or at other features like around the fireplace. Later
you’ll transfer your plan to the floor
and snap chalk lines at about 3-ft.
intervals to keep the rows running
straight.
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